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Map Sheet 1: Geomorphological Map of Lyot Crater, Mars
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Asm

Aeolian surface material
Dark material located in topographic lows in the Asm superposes all other deposits in the crater. Wind delivered sediments and remobilisation of
form of dune ﬁelds and isolated dunes.
The second largest dune ﬁeld is associated with sand-grade material deposited by prior ﬂuvial
a distinctive ﬂuvial assemblage.
activity. Some of the dune ﬁelds are active today
as indicated by Widmer and Diniega (2018).

Ed

Ejecta deposits
A halo of material surrounding smaller impact
craters.

Fd

Commonly has a sudden drop of at the edge of
the ejecta deposit. Often covered by the Smu.

Material excavated during an impact event and
then deposited around the resulting impact
crater.

Part of the deposits often lie within the end of
channel features. Fd superposes crater and
pitted units, but is superposed by mantle units.

Different morphological types have different
potential interpretations, these are discussed in
detail in chapter 6. All are the result of ﬂuvial
activity either forming an alluvial fan or delta.

Vff are located predominantly in the south of the
crater with ridges oriented perpendicular to
slope orientation. They superpose crater and
pitted units but are often superposed
by the Smu. Some have rocks and/or polygonal
patterns on the surface.

Result from the ﬂow of ice-rich material
downslope, similar to terrestrial debris-covered
glaciers, with ﬂow and compressional ridges.
Formed on slopes largely sheltered from
melting due to solar insolation. Pits form as a
result of the sublimation of ice. Polygons form as
a result of the thermal contraction of
ice-cemented material.

Commonly found resting against the slopes of
topographically high features. Smu superposes
the crater and pitted units as well as the
Tmu. Occasionally gullies modify this unit on
steep slopes such as the crater wall, inner peak
ring and central peak. Boundaries with Tmu are
commonly gradational.

Ice-rich material deposited as a result of air fall
due to climate cycles controlled by changes in
orbital parameters. Smu was deposited during
the latest period or periods of high obliquity and
is removed on slopes due to the effects of solar
insolation.

Most commonly associated with the crater rim
and inner peak ring. Tmu superposes crater and
pitted units and is superposed by the Smu. Unit
boundaries are generally gradational.

Ice-rich material deposited as a result of air fall
due to climate cycles controlled by changes in
orbital parameters. Texture results from the
sublimation or ﬂow of the ice-rich deposit.
Layering indicates multiple depositional episodes.
Boundaries are gradational due to the sublimation
of ice revealing the units it superposes.

Diu superposes the crater units and is
superposed by the mantle units. Boundaries
with the other pitted units are gradational.

Ice-rich material deposited as a result of air fall,
represents the earliest surface expression of
mantling. Pits form as a result of the sublimation
of ice. The unit has been fractured and then these
fractures have been inﬁlled with coarse aeolian
material or minerals to form a resistant ﬁll.
Polygon margins are revealed by downwasting of
the landscape, which also forms the pits. The unit
is then smoothed by aeolian abrasion leading to
the shallow and degraded appearance of the pits.

Relatively dark ﬂat-lying material surrounding
Ddu superposes the crater units and is
the central peak. Contains km-scale polygons
superposed by the mantle units. Boundaries
with depressed margins that are “pristine” in the with Pfu are commonly gradational.
south-east and discontinuous and degraded in
the western and northern regions.
Rough-textured with dark pits (sometimes
clustered together). Pits are occasionally
connected by channels or troughs.

Ice-rich material deposited as a result of air fall,
represents the earliest surface expression of
mantling. Pits form as a result of the sublimation
of ice. The unit has been fractured to form the
km-scale polygons. In the westernmost region
polygon troughs have been modiﬁed by ﬂuvial
activity potentially representing a thermokarst
paleolake assemblage as indicated by Glines and
Gulick (2018).

Fan deposits
Positive relief features composed of material
deposited at the termination of channel
features. They can be split into a number of
distinct morphological types (see chapter 6).

Vff

Contacts

Viscous ﬂow features
High albedo material located on the steep
slopes of the crater walls and inner peak ring
with a distinctive lobate form. Vff have ridges,
troughs and pits on the surface.
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Mantle units
Smu

Smooth mantle unit
Mantling material that commonly drapes
topographic features and is also observed
inﬁlling pre-existing depressions. Deposits have
little to no texture.

Tmu

Textured mantle unit
High albedo mantling material displaying a
textured surface commonly located on steep
slopes. The most common surface textures are
“ridge and furrow” and stippling (the latter often
where the material is layered).

Pitted units
Diu

Dark pitted unit with
inverted polygons
Relatively dark ﬂat-lying material found
between peak-ring elements. Rough-textured
with shallow, degraded pits. Contains
discontinuous pseudo-polygons with
topographically high boundaries.

Ddu

Pfu

Dark pitted unit with
depressed polygons

Pitted ﬂoor unit
Rough-textured and heavily pitted material,
commonly low-relief. Pits vary from circular to
irregular and degraded, and generally contain
dark smooth inﬁll material. Channels are
associated with this unit.

Less prevalent in the south-west of the mapping
region as a result of superposition of the Tmu.
Pfu superposes crater units and is superposed
by mantle units. Unit has gradational boundaries
with other pitted units.

Ice-rich material deposited as a result of airfall
during a time of the net deposition of ice. Climate
then shifted leading to the net removal of ice-rich
material leading to desiccation of this mantling
material forming the pits. The circular pits are
likely degraded impact craters. Unit is analogous
to thermokarst terrain on Earth.

No clear boundaries with other units due to
superposition of the Tmu. Work by Carter et al.
(2015), Pan et al. (2017) and Pan and Ehlmann
(2018) indicates the presence of chloriteprehnite.

Bedrock material modiﬁed by impact gardening
representing crater rim and wall material. Ocu
represents some of the oldest material expressed
on the surface. It is smoother than other crater
units due to modiﬁcation by emplacement or
removal of Tmu. Prehnite formed in crustal
material prior to the Lyot-forming impact event
and has been exposed by the impact event.

Rfu is superposed by the Icu and pitted and
mantle units. This unit is found only in the
south-west interior between the Icu and the Ocu,
in the topographically lowest part of the crater.

Bedrock material modiﬁed by impact gardening
representing inner peak-ring material. Rfu
represents some of the oldest material expressed
on the surface. It is likely the deepest material
excavated during the Lyot-forming impact event.
It is smoother than other crater units due to
modiﬁcation by emplacement or removal of the
later Tmu.

Icu is superposed by pitted and mantle units.
Hydrated silicate signatures, chlorite and
Al-clays have been detected in this region by
Carter et al. (2015), Pan et al. (2017) and
Pan and Ehlmann (2018).

Bedrock material modiﬁed by impact gardening
representing inner peak-ring material. Icu
represents some of the oldest material expressed
on the surface. It is smoother due to abrasion of
the unit by aeolian material or obscuration by a
layer of dust or mantle.

Ccu is superposed by the pitted and mantle
units. CRISM data indicates a strong signature
for olivine or iron phyllosilicates. Pan and
Ehlmann (2018) similarly ﬁnd an unidentiﬁed
hydrated signature.

Bedrock material modiﬁed by impact gardening
representing central peak material. Ccu therefore
represents some of the oldest material expressed
on the surface.

Crater units
Ocu

Outer crater unit
Relatively high albedo, rough-textured material
but with a smoother surface than the other
crater units. Visible when the walls of the crater
are exposed.

Rfu

Rugged ﬂoor unit
Relatively high albedo and rough-textured
material, though smoother and less fractured
than the Ccu or Icu. Visible in mounds and
ridges but located lower topographically than
Ccu, Icu or Ocu.

Icu

Inner crater unit
Relatively high albedo, rough-textured and
fractured material, though smoother and less
fractured than the Ccu. Visible in topographically
high mounds and ridges.

Ccu

Central Crater unit
Relatively high albedo, rough-textured material
found in the centre of the crater. It often has a
fractured polygonal texture.
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